Abstract-We consider the problem of statically deciding when a service always provides its functionality within a given amount of time. In a timed π-calculus, we propose a two-phases static analysis guaranteeing that processes enjoy both the maximal progress and the well-timedness properties. Exploiting this analysis, we devise a decision procedure for checking service deadlines.
I. INTRODUCTION
Time plays a crucial role in Service-oriented Computing. Given a formal specification of a set of interacting services, a frequent question is how much time will be required to complete the desired task. Also, in scenarios where service level agreement and negotiation are regulated by contracts [3] , [5] , [8] , [9] , it is common that such contracts involve time constraints on the fulfillment of tasks. Temporal guarantees are then in order to devise orchestrations satisfying all the required contracts.
A useful feature of SOC infrastructures is then the ability to check whether, from a formal specification, one can infer a static time bound for each of the provided functionalities. Detecting such static temporal guarantees is the goal of this paper. We choose, as a minimalistic specification language, a synchronous π-calculus extended with a few primitives to deal with time. We adopt a discrete-time model, where time is measured in atomic units, named ticks.
A first property enjoyed by our calculus is maximal progress [21] , that is the passing of time cannot block internal computations. This allows for specifying services which always complete an arbitrarily complex (internal) computation within a given number of time units. To obtain maximal progress for our calculus, we prioritize the computation steps of services w.r.t. time ticks. In this way, time cannot pass unless the specification itself explicitly asks for it. This approach provides a lot of power to the specification, which can precisely handle the flowing of time. This enhanced expressive power leads, as a drawback, to the possibility of abuses. For instance, time might be blocked by stuck processes, as well as by processes entering an infinite loop of internal computations. Pragmatically, these kinds of specifications are meaningless: obviously, no real-world service can stop the flowing of time.
A main contribution of this paper is a static analysis to single out such kind of "ill-timed" specifications. Our analysis consists of two phases. In the first phase, we develop a type system for checking pulsingness, a property enjoyed by those processes which will eventually perform (at least) one tick.
After a tick, the behaviour is unpredicted by this analysis. A further type system exploits the results of the first phase, to detect those processes that always remain pulsing after each tick. Such processes enjoy deadlock-freedom and welltimedness [21] , so they guarantee that time will never freeze.
This property is pivotal for our overall contribution, an algorithm for deciding if a service actually guarantees some desired (decidable) property within a given deadline. While this property is undecidable in the general case of ill-timed services, it turns out to be decidable for those services typeable in our two-phase system.
More details about our approach, as well as the proofs of all our results, are provided in a Technical Report [4] .
II. A TIMED π-CALCULUS
We now introduce a timed calculus. It is a synchronous π-calculus, also allowing for non-guarded choice, timeouts and watchdogs [21] . The prefix χ (tick) models the passing of one time unit. A timeout P k (Q) behaves as P if an action of P is fired within k ticks; otherwise, it behaves as Q. A watchdog P k (Q) behaves as P until the k-th tick; since then, it behaves as Q. To keep our syntax minimal, we do not explicitly feature the stuck process 0. Stuckness can be represented as well through the process rec X.X (see Ex. 1). As usual, we consider processes up-to alpha-conversion, and up-to structural congruence. Definition 1: Let N be a countably infinite set of names, written as lowercase latin letters a, b, x, . . ., possibly with a bar:ā,b,x. Prefixes and processes are defined as follows:
π ::=āx a(x) τ χ P, Q ::= π.P P + Q P |Q rec X.P X (νa)P
We define the semantics of our calculus through the LTS in Fig. 1 . Labels comprise the standard ones of the π-calculus: bound input a(x), free and bound outputsāx,ā(x), and the silent action τ . Additionally, we have the action χ(A), where the finite set A ⊆ N ∪ {τ } is used for making the tick χ a low-priority (non-urgent) action [21] . To do that, A contains the names associated with potential higher-priority actions. We write α = χ(−) when α = χ(A) for some A.
We now comment the rules in Fig. 1 Rule [CHI] fires a χ prefix, generating a χ(∅) action. Here, the empty set represents the fact that the process can perform no other action but χ.
Rule [SUMCHI] allows a time tick to cause the selection of a branch P in a non-deterministic choice P +Q. Intuitively, this models the ability of one branch to signal a time-out, making the other branch no longer available. To prioritize computation over the passing of time, this is only permitted when the other branch Q is stuck. To do that, we first check in the side condition that no internal move is possible for that branch (τ ∈ act(Q)). Then, we augment the set A in the action χ(A) with the names act(Q), i.e. with the subjects of inputs and outputs which can be fired by Q. Each of these inputs and outputs may be stuck or not, depending on the context. Of course, to maintain our operational semantics compositional, we cannot put any requirement on the context. Rather, we just record all the relevant information inside the label, and defer the stuckness check.
Rule [PARCHI] allows a composition P |Q to perform a tick. This is possible if both P and Q perform a tick, unlike rule [PAR] requiring just one of them to move. This causes time to pass for all parallel components, in a synchronous fashion. The side condition stuck (A, B) performs the check deferred in rule [SUMCHI] : communication between P and Q is thus prioritized over the passing of time.
Rule [RESCHI] allows time to pass for a restricted process (νa)P . All the deferred checks about a,ā have already been performed at this point, since we have reached the boundary of the scope for a. We are then allowed to discharge the related proof obligations.
The rules [TO1,TO2,TO3] and [WD1,WD2,WD3] deal with timeouts and watchdogs, respectively. The two sets of rules are mostly similar, the characterising ones being [TO1] and [WD1] . Rule [TO1] drives a timeout P k (Q) to a residual of P , when k > 0 and P performs a non-tick action. Rule [WD1] allows a derivation of P within a watchdog P k (Q), when k > 0. The rules [TO2] and [WD2] perform a tick, decreasing the counter of a timeout/watchdog. The rules [TO3] and [WD3] allow to leave a timeout/watchdog when the counter reaches 0.
Example 1: The process 0 = rec X.X is always stuck. Note that 0 does not enjoy transition liveness [21] , i.e. it can neither perform an internal action, nor make the time pass. The process Ω ∞ = rec X.χ.X is perpetually ticking, yet it cannot perform any other action. For each prefix π and process P , the process π ∞ .P = recX.(χ.X + π.P ) may indefinitely defer action π, making the time pass until it eventually fires π.
A key result about our semantics is the maximal progress property (Theorem 1). That is, the time can pass only when no other internal actions are possible.
III. PULSING PROCESSES
In this section we provide types to statically guarantee that a process will eventually perform at least one χ action. We say such processes to be pulsing. Note that a pulsing process is guaranteed to not get stuck only until the first tick is performed. After that, the behaviour of a pulsing process is no longer constrained.
Definition 2 (Pulsingness): Let Tr (P ) be the set of the maximal traces of a process P . We say that P is pulsing whenever ∀η ∈ Tr (P ) : ∃k : χ(−) ∈ η |k
We now introduce our types. A type R can either be , denoting the absence of information about a process, or χ, for a process which is ready to perform a tick, or ΠS, for a process which will behave according to the type S after having accomplished with the type prefix Π. The type prefix Π can be of three kinds: τ is for a process which is ready to perform a τ action (but not a tick); ! is for a process ready to perform a τ action or a tick; finally, ? is for a process which is either stuck or will perform some action (of any kind).
Definition 3:
The set of type prefixes and the set T of types (ranged over by R, S, . . .) are defined as follows:
Let be the total order between type prefixes defined as follows: τ ! ?. The relation over types is then defined as the smallest preorder such that 1) R ; 2) χ !R; and 3) Π R Π R whenever Π Π and R R .
Lemma 1:
The pair (T , ) is a join semilattice.
To assign types to processes, we proceed in a compositional way. We abstract the semantics of parallel composition and choice, by defining corresponding abstract operators on types and type prefixes. Most cases follow the intuition behind our types, so we now comment the most peculiar cases. If a process can perform a τ action, then adding a parallel component will preserve the ability to fire τ , so τ |Π = τ . The same holds for τ + Π = τ . A choice having a non-stuck process in a branch will be non-stuck: ! + Π =!. For parallel composition, we first note that !|! =! agrees with our intuition: either one side can perform a τ , or both can perform a χ. In both cases, the process at hand is non-stuck, hence can be typed with !. Also, we let !|? =? since the left component could be able to perform a tick, only, while the right component could be stuck: in this case the whole process would be stuck, so we abstract that using ?. Both equations !|! =! and !|? =? are generalized by !|Π = Π. This concludes the equations on type prefixes. Among the type equations, we have χ|R = R since an idle process does not affect its parallel components. Since we are concerned with pulsingness, we can safely define χ+R to be R, thus choosing the worst-case branch. We actually refine that equation so that χ+?R =!R, reflecting that in this case we know that the abstracted process is not stuck: if the right branch is stuck, we can perform χ. As usual, below we omit the symmetric laws. 
Operators | and + between types:
We can now assign a type ∆(P ) to each process P , as shown in Fig. 2 . Each construct of our calculus is abstracted using the related type or abstract operator.
Example 2: Recall the processes of Ex. 1. We have that:
Subject reduction holds for our type system: when a process with type ?R performs an action, the residual has type R, or the action was a χ. See [4] for the formal statement and proof.
We now introduce a static notion of pulsingness. Th. 2 below states that this static notion correctly approximates the dynamic one (Def. 2).
Definition 5:
We define the predicate pulsing (R) as: 1) pulsing (χ); 2) pulsing (R) whenever R !S and pulsing (S).
Theorem 2:
If pulsing (∆(P )), then P is pulsing.
IV. WELL-TIMEDNESS AND SERVICE DEADLINES
In this section we introduce a type system that guarantees each typable process to always produce an infinite number of ticks. This implies that only a finite number of actions can be performed between two consecutive ticks, which is the so-called well-timedness (or finite variability) property [21] . Intuitively, this models the fact that, in any finite time interval, only a finite amount of work can be performed.
Before presenting our type system, we briefly discuss three different formalisations of well-timedness. These variants of well-timedness differ for their strength.
Definition 6 (Well-timedness):
A process P is well-timed iff, whenever P → * P and η ∈ Tr (P ), we have χ(−) ∈ η.
The first variant is close to that in [21] . A stronger definition would require that, for each residual P of P , an upper bound k is known within which the action χ(−) will eventually occur.
Definition 7 (Strong well-timedness):
A process P is strongly well-timed iff, whenever P → * P , there exists k such that, for all η ∈ Tr (P ), χ(−) ∈ η| k . A even stronger requirement asks an upper bound k on the number of actions that can be performed between two ticks.
Definition 8 (Bounded well-timedness):
A process P is bounded well-timed iff there exists k such that, for all P → * P and η ∈ Tr (P ), χ(−) ∈ η| k . These variants of well-timedness are related by the following lemmata, providing inclusion and separation results.
Lemma 2: For all processes P : (i) if P is bounded welltimed, then P is strongly well-timed; (ii) if P is strongly welltimed, then P is well-timed.
Lemma 3: Let P be a process with a finitely-branching LTS. If P is well-timed, then it is also strongly well-timed.
Lemma 4:
There exists a well-timed process P which is not strongly well-timed. Also, there exists a strongly well-timed process Q which is not bounded well-timed.
The main goal of our type system (Fig. 3) is to preserve the pulsingness of a process after each χ step. This will guarantee that an infinite number of χ will be eventually produced.
∆(χ.P ) = χ ∆(τ.P ) = τ ∆(P ) ∆(a(x).P ) = ∆(āx.P ) = ?∆(P ) ∆(X) = ∆(rec X.P ) = ∆(P ) ∆((νa)P ) = ∆(P ) To preserve pulsingness, rule [T-CHI] checks that the continuation P of a χ-prefix is still pulsing. To account for recursion, variables in the continuation are replaced with their definition.
The rules [T-TO0,T-WD0] deal with the case k = 0 of timeouts/watchdogs: in such case, we know that only Q matters. In a timeout with k > 0, we consider two cases. If ∆(P ) predicts a τ move within k steps, we know that Q will never be executed. Otherwise, we require Q to be typeable and pulsing, as shown in rule . For a watchdog, we simply check both components in rule [T-WD1].
We can now state subject reduction: pulsingness and typeability, taken together, are preserved through transitions.
Theorem 3 (Subject reduction):
For all closed P , if P , P α − → P and pulsing (∆(P )), then P and pulsing (∆(P )).
We now establish the soundness of our type system. Typeable pulsing processes are well-timed (actually, strong welltimedness is guaranteed as well).
Theorem 4 (Type Soundness): Let P be a closed process. If P and pulsing (∆(P )), then P is strongly well-timed.
Example 3:
We have the following judgements (see Ex. 1):
We conclude with our main decidability result.
Definition 9: Let φ be a decidable predicate on processes, let k ∈ N, and let P be a process. We say that P satisfies φ within k ticks if there exist no runs P = P 0 α0 −→ P 1 · · · αn − − → P n such that χ(−) occurs k times in the trace α 0 · · · α n but none of P 0 , . . . , P n satisfies φ.
In general, it is undecidable to state whether a process P satisfies φ within k ticks, as the halting problem can be reduced to this. Trivially, a process P can simulate a Turing machine without producing any tick, and then on termination exposes a barb so to satisfy φ. However, for well-timed finitebranching processes, this property turns out to be decidable.
Theorem 5: Let P be a well-timed process with a finitely branching LTS. Let φ be a decidable predicate on processes, and let k ∈ N. Then, it is decidable whether P satisfies φ within k ticks or not.
V. DISCUSSION AND RELATED WORK
Timed extensions of process calculi have been studied since the late eighties [1] , [2] , [6] , [10] , [12] , [13] , [15] , [20] , [22] , [24] , [26] . A number of these calculi have been compared in [21] , by considering their behaviour w.r.t. some relevant time-related properties. We now briefly discuss our calculus w.r.t. such properties. We first rephrase them in our idiom, since the formulation in [21] considers delays instead of ticks.
Our calculus enjoys the maximal progress property (Th. 1), i.e. internal computation is prioritized over time ticks. This is important in SOC, since we want to model services guaranteed to terminate within a given amount of time. This would not be possible if time could pass with no control from the service.
Another relevant property is persistency, stating that the passing of time never conflicts with other transitions.
This property does not hold in our calculus, e.g. in χ.τ.P + a(x).Q the input is no longer available after a tick. A similar effect can be achieved through a timeout. Actually, persistency prevents us from modelling timeouts, because we cannot disable a pending communication after a given amount of time. Since timeouts are crucial in SOC, we admit to violate persistency in our calculus.
Time determinism states that time affects processes in a deterministic way:
This is not the case in our calculus, as shown by P = χ.Q + χ.R. Actually, we do not believe that time determinism is an essential property for our purposes: in particular, it is not required for our decision procedure of Th. 5. However, one can recover time determinism if needed, by using a semantics similar to that in [16] , where it is true that, e.g., P χ(∅) − −− → Q+R. The transition liveness property states that processes are never stuck:
This property can be violated in our calculus, e.g. by 0. This is because we want to completely specify the passing of time within processes, thus making each χ-move explicit. We believe that this choice helps identifying problems in the specifications. For instance, when a potentially blocking action is used, e.g. a(x).P , the designer is invited to decide whether a timeout is needed or not. In the first case, she can replace a(x).P with a(x).P + χ.Q, while in the second she can use a(x) ∞ .P . Actually, transition liveness can be recovered if needed: it suffices to modify our semantics so that an otherwise stuck process will continuosly perform a tick. A huge number of timed calculi has been proposed over the years. TCSP [13] is a timed extension of CSP, which enjoys several time-related properties, among which maximal Figure 3 . The type system for well-timedness progress and (a weak version of) well-timedness. Compared to [13] , our calculus also enjoys the isomorphism property [21] , i.e. the (timed) semantics of the untimed fragment of the calculus coincides with the (untimed) semantics of the untimed calculus. In [25] another Timed CSP is presented, with a synctactic condition on processes which ensures nonstuck processes to be well-timed. Compared to [25] , our type system considers stuckness as well.
In [16] the timed process language TPL is presented, with a correct and complete equational theory with respect to the must preorder. There, well-timedness is not addressed. We believe the approach presented here can be adapted to TPL by redefining the types for choice and prefix.
Our procedure for enforcing deadlines consists of two phases: first, we analyse the specification to check welltimedness; then, we apply a (sound and complete) decision procedure for reachability. Actually, attaching reachability directly would be unfeasible, since such problem is undecidable for the π-calculus and for CCS. An alternative approach would be the following. First, one constructs an abstraction of the original specification, using a simpler process algebra. Then, the abstracted specification is model-checked, e.g. as in [7] , [11] , [19] . Following this approach would require, in our case, extending the types of Sect. III, to make them track the behaviour after the first tick.
Recently, the challenges of SOC have fostered the attention to temporal aspects of programming languages for Web services. In [18] a temporal extension to the COWS language is presented. Compared to our calculus, timed COWS does not feature timeouts and watchdogs; a sort of timeout can however be defined through non-deterministic choice. On the other side, our calculus does not feature primitives to handle sessions, while [18] inherits correlation sets from COWS. However, we believe that our techniques can be suitably exploited to guarantee well-timedness of services modelled in timed COWS. Further approaches to time are stochastic Markov chains and stochastic calculi, which have been widely used in the context of Web Services, e.g. in [23] , [14] . Also in these approaches, model-checking techniques are applicable [17] .
